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At last? Full-color illustrations of a large number of outfits, with complete explanations of what
realy works and why ? Each month, Information magazine keeps hundreds of thousands of guys
up-to-date on the most current trends and strategies for looking sharp. How to dress something
up or down ?s Style Manual offers a sleek lifeline, including: ? Making sense out of the shifting
protocols in menswear, Details Men? Right now the editors of these award-winning web pages
give every man the wardrobe wisdom he needs in order to reach both his professional and
personal goals.a complicated wardrobe guide for guys from a respected authority, Details
magazine, offering head-to-toe advice for deciding on the best look, the proper fit, and the right
style for each and every situation, from boardroom pitches to casual Saturday nights. A piece-by-
piece evaluation of everything from button-down t shirts and all sorts of jacket to shoes, suits,
ties, and more ? Commentary from icons of contemporary male style ? How to choose the best
clothes for your shape A man?s Style Manual can be on the want list of every man who? Infusing
style with eye-catching design, this refreshing information blows the dust off staid rulebooks and
delivers a completely contemporary, individual look for each reader. Produced by the same group
as the smash achievement The Lucky Purchasing Manual, Details Males?s wardrobe is one of his
single most effective assets, conveying the image he presents to the globe.s set for a confident
new sense of style.
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 I have trouble understanding why a straightforward brown leather one can't work with denims
and a tee/polo/sweater as longs it fits properly.That is a slightly large paperback book with full-
color pages. This is like those style issues of journals but much better structured and without
ads. This book's format is certainly divided into thirteen chapters. Each is usually in-depth
enough and that means you understand the idea of each category (i.e. jeans, formal wear, add-
ons, etc.), without having to read novel-duration filler. There are limited words and lots of photos
showing you examples. This allows you and quick to read and enables you to visually
understand.One of the smart things they did was crop off everyone's head in the photos. This
lets the reader imagine themselves in the clothes, and it allows the designs speak for
themselves. Unfortunately, this book is really useless in my own case. Among the highlights are
profiles of style celebrities who talk about their philosophies and secrets as to how to look
good.It took a lifetime to learn the majority of this stuff on my own and I'm glad there is still more
to learn, and it's almost all in this great publication. Recommended. Superb Photo Guide of
dressing as popular/hotter Guy A superb picture publication of how exactly to look awesome. I
found this guideline after hearing Steve Harvey state its essential for every man to understand
how to dress. Even though cover shows a fit this guide covers all the other situation when you
need to look your best. For the beginner this book is an excellent and useful tool, you can learn
about the various kinds of shirts, jackets, shoes, fabrics, shades and how, when and where to
wear them. In addition what to consider for weekend, business trip and vacation completely how
to back again your suitcase. For instance they say to never wear a leather bomber and display
one with garish lining and military inspired patches.Makes for a good reference book. the ladies, I
mean all of the ladies would look smile, come over and provide compliments. Just switching up
the sneakers with the same outfit gives a whole different look of style. Because it makes way too
many assumption about points I am likely to know (or currently own) I give simply an example.
Close friends of the magnificent gal I'm dating have all asked how did she meet me? Adhere to
the guidelines in this book and folks will know if you have entered the room. Illustrated examples!
I remember picking this publication up for the very first time a couple of years back. However a
lot of the information are available for free on dozens of style blogs, the advice is not ground-
breaking which information is generally arranged despite personal design. Daniel Peres can help
you feel comfortable about choosing your look: formal, informal, informal, sporty, etc. What I
really like most about this book is its "illustrations! In no way am I a style expert but I understand
the basic concepts and why they function. All you need to do is normally look through it and the
work is practically done for you in choosing optimum men's ensembles for just about any
occasion. He also offers light hearted reading about himself and what he provides seen in the
style sector. books by Alan Flusser or Bernhard Rotzel but a great read nonetheless Not as
informative as the books by Alan Flusser or Bernhard Rotzel but a great read nonetheless. I have
a library of fashion books, but also for the practical, this is it!My issue with this book may be the
price. Good practical information for the fashion conscious man. The matter that stuck out was
the do's and don'ts illustrations, then the how to illustrations of what is practical for
classic/conservative wear anytime. I would say following a month . 5 of reading blogs just a little
occasionally I knew most of the details that put on me." It's a smart choice!THE
PROFESSIONALS:The visuals are actually clear, detailed, and informative..Invest the to heart the
guidance this book find yourself costing you a lot of money. Flip through and see how it should
fit and what to consider quickly and easily.Quickly gets you up to date on basic style for different
occasions. By curiosity, I read this book, to comprehend this world I have no idea. I have gotten
lots of compliments now that I gown better. Furthermore once I followed this guidebook,



switched to modern run matches (loose the baggy look), more fashion oriented sneakers.A
Lifetime Of Style Knowledge For Men Whether you're naturally stylish or wanting to learn the tips
and tricks of dressing well, this book belongs in virtually any man's collection.Some information
is does not participate in the timeless design theme of the book. Will you go buy a fresh sports
coat? Sure, I would love a few custom shirts, many pairs of top quality dress sneakers, high price
suits(among which is only befitting summer), several coats, many pairs of tailored trousers, etc..
Totally useless for newcomers I understand nothing about design. And may be to boost for the
few instances I actually have to put on nices clothes. You are better off deciding for yourself
what items you will get the most make use of out of and start there instead of following "every
guy should own ________". The amount of usefulness is dependent on what you are searching for
As a young man I found i just have become interested in putting more thought into what I wear
everyday. If this book were around $10 I'd wholeheartedly recommend it for anyone seeking to
transformation how they dress or to possess as a reference publication on fit, patterns, and
varieties of different items. This is a great book. As it has been stated in lots of other reviews, in
case you are new to design this books includes a lot of great information, but if you already know
the basics you can probably pass on this if you don't want a reference book. Great photos and
great assistance from popular names in the industry . However because the information really is
easily available on plenty of men's style blogs free of charge with little effort in searching I've
trouble really recommending this publication. Easy to read and follow.Most important is that it
demonstrates although there is nothing set on stone, you need to follow the basic rules of
classic males style. The writer covers the colours to buy, which is initial, second, third to add to
your closet.All of the photos are in color which is a great and straightforward method to make a
stage.. I'm a geek and where I function, ties are assumed to be for incomptent which cannot
show their value by showing their actual work.Covers most subjects from denim + a tee to
formalwearTackles difficult to use items with 3 choices a lot more difficult to "pull off"Chapters
are summed up with a number of looks based around the chapters item with situations you'll
wear the outfitGenerally focuses on timeless style instead of short-lived fashionThe
Disadvantages:Despite a forward saying that no-one should tell you what things to wear the
author goes on to create some pretty blunt statements, with little if any explanation, implying
there are things you should always/never do. but for most people my age, which this book feels
targeted at, don't have that sort of money. A smart move, for me. With five new developer suits, 5
belts and 11 sets of shoes for variety, everyone you'll want to meet walks over to meet me. Web
page 12, tiitled : CLASSICS YOU NEED TO ALREADY OWN It contains «A SINGLE-BREASTED
NAVY Fit, BOTH IN A MEDIUM WEIGHT THAT YOU CAN WEAR YEAR-ROUND» Does it means the
writer assumes I already personal this (false) or that usually I should buy one quickly. And where
is the definition of «SINGLE-BREASTED» ? That's greate to learn that it should be my default
choice (page 105), but that might be ever more helpful to know what it is without needing to
googling it. Five Stars Excellent Great book on how best to dress Great reserve on how to dress.
To support this they use ridiculous pictures to operate a vehicle their point. The book is detailed
and obvious step by step. I will say that the Details Design Manual has solid information and
some nice visuals. Great, easy to follow and practical handbook for the man who wants to be set
apart from the rest. Who knew it had been so easy? Easy to read, useful and practical... I recently
could pick this reserve up for a reasonable cost and for me personally it was an absolute must
have. Plenty of detailed images aswell. One Star common sense knowledge, not really worth it.
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